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components and prolong the lite of your ATARI Video Computer System"*
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ATARI CAME PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS

1. HERE'S PAC-MAN
We know that millions ol people all

over the world just love the
PAC-MAN arcade game. PAC-MAN
has won the hearts ot men. women
and children everywhere. We also

know thai PAC-MAN has traditional-

ly been an arcade game. Well, we
at ATARI know all about arcade
games. After all, we make some ol

the greatest arcade games In the

world, and we know now to bring

the same dynamlie game play into

your home.

Our PAC-MAN has alt of the excite-

ment and challenge ot the standard

arcade game, and you gel lo play

in the comfort and convenience of

your own home. This is especially

advantageous if you still plan to

make an occasional appearance al

the arcade to show off your great
playing skills. (Little do they know
that you've been practicing at

home all along.)

Just in case you're new to

PAC-MAN, don't worry, it's easy to

learn. You'll be a pro in no time at

all.

So. relax, get comfortable and en-

joy it in the privacy ot your own
home. We suggest thai you read

this instruction booklet thoroughly

before beginning game play. We
know that you won't want to miss
any important details aoout game
play. You might even find It enter-

taining.

2. LIFE IN MAZELAND

The object of the game is to keep
PAC-MAN happy and healthy In his

home ot Mazeland. PAC-MAN starts

the game with four lives (turns). The
longer he survives, the more points

you score. You score a point for

every video water that PAC-MAN
eats. You also score points when
PAC-MAN eats power pills,

vitamins, and ghosts. Even/time

PAC-MAN eats all of the video

wafers on the rnaae, he earns an
extra life and a new maze full of

video waters.

*
*

PAC-MAU
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The following Information lists all of

PAC-MAN S nutritional needs, which
also happen to be your point-

scorlng objects.

VIDEO WAFERS

WAFERS

These are the doited lines on the
screen. You manuever PAC-MAN
around the piayfield over the video
wafers. He automatically eats the
video wafers, and they disappear
from the maze. You score one
point for each video wafer he eats.

(To score a point, PAC-MAN must
pass directly over the video wafer.)

POWER PI LLS

POWER PILL

Power pins are located in the four

corners of Ihe piayfield. Each
power pill Is worth five points.

When PAC-MAN eats a power pill,

the ghosts become a transparent-
blue color.

During this time, PAC-MAN has the
super-strength to overcome the
ghosts. This is his big chance to

chase and gobble down each
ghost. Unfortunately, this great
power only lasts a few seconds.
When the power starts wearing off,

the ghosts turn pink and then back
to yellow. (Musical notes stop
several seconds before ghosts turn
back.)

SCARED BLUE GHOSTS

VITAMINS

VITAMINS

Vitamins are the two intersecting

rectangles in the center of the
piayfield. They only appear for a
few moments and then disappear
and reappear. The vitamins are

worth 100 points each time PAC-
MAN eats them.
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GHOSTS
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-GHOST QUARTET"

The ghosts are the quartet o< bad
guys chasing PAG-MAN arournJ the
maze. If a ghost eats PAC-MAN.
you lose a turn (one life). On the
other hand, If PAC-MAN eats a
ghos*. you score points. PAC-MAN
can only eat ghosts alter eating a

power pill. Then he can run around
the maze eating ghosls. The tirst

ghost is worth 20 polnis. the se-

cond ghost is worth 40 points, the
third Is worth 80 points, and the

fourth is worth 160 points If the

power pttl wears olf before PAG-
MAN eats all the ghosts, he must
eat another power pill and siari

chasing the ghosts again (starting

ar 20 points again). After PAC-MAN
eats a ghost, you only see eyes left

on the ghost. But, the ghosts are
reincarnated by returning to the

big, square chamber in the center

of the playfield.

3. USING YOUR CONTROLLERS
Use your Joystick Controllers with

this ATARI* Game Program™ car-

tridge. Be sure the controller cabies
are firmly plugged into the CON-
TROLLER jacks at the back of

your Video Computer System™
game. For one-player games, use
the Joystick plugged into the LEFT
CONTROLLER jack. Hold the con-

l

troiler with the red fire button to

your upper left toward the television

screen.

See Section 3 of your owner's
manual for further details

Use the Joystick Controller to guide

PAC-MAN around the maze Move
the Joystick in the direction you
want PAG-MAN to move. PAC-MAN
moves around the area ol the

maze, but he can use the opening

at the top and Bottom of the maze
as an escape route fSee Figure 1

for escape routes.) Remember that
the ghosts can use the same
escape routes, and that they may
be waiting tor PAC-MAN when he
reenters the maze. When PAC-MAN
escapes through the bottom open-
ing, he reenters through the top.

When he escapes through the top.

he reenters at the bottom.

Escape Route Power Pill

Escape Route Vitamins

Figure 1

The red fire button is not used dur-

ing game ptay. although it may be
used to start a game.

REENTRY

4
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4. CONSOLE CONTROLS
GAME SELECT SWITCH

To select the PAC-MAN game varia-

tion you would like 10 play, press
(town Ihe GAME SELECT switch.

(See GAME VARIATIONS. Section
5 /or further information about
game variations.) The game
number appears at ihe bottom of

the screen. One number appears
for one-player games and two
numbers appear for two-player

games (See Figure 2 ana" 3 for

game numbers.)

ONE-PLAYER GAME

One-player Pac-Man
Game Number

F/gure 2

TWQ-PLAYER GAME

/
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ONE-PLAYER GAME

Two-player Game Numbers

Figure 3

GAME RESET SWITCH

Once you have selected the game
number you wish to play, press
down the GAME RESET switch to

start the game. (You can also press
the red controller button to start

game play.) After GAME RESET is

pressed, the score appears where
the game number was, and the
lives remaining appears at the bol-

lom ot the screen as shown in

Figure 4 for one player and Figure
6 for two players. The player using
the Joystick plugged into the LEFT
CONTROLLER jack is the player to

start the game in two-player game
variations.

Lives Remaining Score

Figure 4

TWO-PLAYER GAME

DIFFICULTY SWITCHES

PAC-MAN has two difficulty levels.

When the DIFFICULTY switch Is in

B position, the power pills last

longer and the vitamins stay on the
screen lorvjer. The A position is for

the advanced PAC-MAN player. The
player using the Joystick plugged

.mo the LEFT CONTROLLER
jack uses the LEFT DIFFICULTY
switch; the player using the
Joystick plugged into the RIGHT
CONTROLLER jack uses the

RIGHT DIFFICULTY switch, In a
one-o'ayer game, use the LEFT
DIFFICULTY switch.

TV TYPE SWITCH

Set this switch to COLOR if your

television is color. Set it to B/W to

play the game in black and white.

Left Player's

Score

Right Flayer's

Score

Figure 5
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5. GAME VARIATIONS 7. HELPFUL HINTS FOR
PAC-MAN'S SURVIVAL

PAC-MAN includes 8 game varia-

tions. Each variation has a one-
player game and a two-player
game, in tfie Iwo-player games, the

left player starts the game. Each
player takes a turn until PAC-MAN
gets eaten by a ghost.

Games 1. 2, 7, and 8 feature a
stow moving PAC-MAN. The ghosts
m each ot Ihese games move at
different speeds as follows:

GAME 1 Ghosls move at jogging

speed.

GAME 2 Ghosls move at running

GAME 7 Ghosls crawl especially

slow lor young children.

GAME 8 Ghosls move at walking
speed.

Games 3, 4. 5, and 6 feature a fast

PAC-MAN with the ghosls moving
at varying speeds as follows:

GAME 3 Ghosts crawl around the
maze.

GAME 4 Ghosts move at walking
speed.

GAME 5 Ghosts move at jogging
speed.

GAME 6 Ghosts move at running
speed.

Games 3 and 7 are recommended
for young children Game 6 is the
most difficult game variation. For a
real challenge try Game 6 with dif-

ficulty level A.

NOTE: Sometimes the ghosts try to
hide behind each other, so they ap-
pear to be a single ghost chasing
PAC-MAN.

6. SCORING

2

When all of the ghosts are hid-

ing on top of each other, eat a
Power Pill and then you can
goDDIe all four ghosls in one big

bite and score 300 points.

Try to eat as many Video Wafers
as possible before eating a
Power Pill. This will save the

Power Pill until you realty need
it.

Hi BBH
VITAM 100 POINT:

OND GHOST = 40POIN:
THIRD GHOST
FOURTH GHOST

= 80 POINTS

= 160 POINTS

Before you eat a Power Pill, stay

In the corner close to it so you
can tease the ghosts into mov-
ing closer 10 you, thus allowing

you to eat more ghosts with one
Power Pilt.

Use the top and bottom open-
ings in the maze like a tunnel to

outsmart the ghosts. Slip in or
out of the openings to escape
hungry ghosts.

8. GAME SELECT MATRIX
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